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JY agreement with the highway departments gf the State, have sur-
laced some of those graded roads. We have found this absolutely
lecessary in a great deal of this area in order to make the roads
Serviceable. i

Assistant, Secretary Duxrar. How do your costs compare in the

rr iruction of roads across the mountains with the cost of State
Toads?

Mr. Bisuor. The cost of forest highway projects varies greatly,
According to the character of the country through which we are
building, Through some of those mountain passes, the cost runs up

hore than it does in more level country, or in some parts outside of
“le forests, .

Colonel GrerLEY. The average to date is about $12,700 per mile.
Mr. Bisnor. I would say, offhand, that our costs would probably

‘Ompare favorably with the average cost of State roads.

le Assistant Secretary DunLap. I would say, offhand, that they are
SS.

Mr. Bisuor. That depends on the locality. I am speaking of the
States in which these roads are built.
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GENERAL STATEMENT

Mr, Dickinson. Do you want to make a general statement of the
VOIk in the bureau before we take up the individual items?

Doctor Kyran. I may make a very short statement. i

By act of Congress upon July 1, 1927, the Bureau of Chemistry,
the Bureay of Soils, and the Nitrogen Fixation Research Laboratory
Vent out of existence and the Bureau of Chemistry and Soils came
to being, combining the work under one administrative head.

There was transferred to the new bureau all of the work formerly in

the Bureau of Chemistry except the food and drug administration
Vhich was transferred to the food, drug, and insecticide administra-
ton, the work in the Bureau of Soils, the work in the nitrogen

Lxation research laboratory and two divisions from the Bureau of
oat Industry, namely the soil fertility and the soil microbiology

IS1ong, .

f The new bureau as now organized is primarily a research and

“Ct-finding organization covering a rather wide range of important
ACtivities, sufficiently wide, in fact, that opportunity is offered to
Stack problems alone rather broad lines and to develop fundamental


